
ADAM & EVE STORY CUPS 

Supplies: 

2-16 oz. clear plastic cups 

Permanent color markers (you may substitute paint pens or stickers, but 

the background will not look as natural. 

Instructions: 

Start by drawing Adam and Eve (Adam to the right of Eve) on one of the 

cups (that is all you will put on that cup), because all the scenery needs to 

fit around or over them. 

Lay the 2nd cup over the first. Draw a tree on the left of Adam & Eve and a  

sun and birds above to make it look like a wonderful garden. Draw another 

tree to the right of them. Put fruit on both trees, because God had told 

them they could eat of any the trees but one. 

 After you have drawn the 2nd tree, turn the top cup so that Adam and Eve 

are to the right of the 2nd tree. Now draw a 3rd tree, also with fruit, but add 

a serpent to this tree.  

After you finish the 3rd tree, turn the cup again, placing Adam and Eve to 

the right of the 3rd tree. Now draw a straight black line all the way up the 

right side of Eve, turning the line at the top so that it goes towards her 

mouth. Put a red circle (apple) on the end of the line (it is to look like it 

could be a red flower when it is part of the background).  

Now turn the cup slightly to where the black line is running up Eve’s left 

side and the apple is being handed to Adam. 

Turn the cup a little farther and completely cover Adam and Eve with 

green bushes to look like they are hiding. 

Turn the cup further and draw arch like designs that start about shoulder 

height for Eve and waist height for Adam. Color these brown. These are to 

be their clothes that God provided, and they are to look like rocks when 

they are part of the background. You are finished. 

 



Determining how much space to leave between trees, etc is just a matter of 

trial and adjusting. My Adam and Eve figures are very small (only about 

½ inch tall) on my cup. The trees are only about 1 ½ inches tall.  
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